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708 Petition 

- Ground 1: Anticipation by Giroux

° Claims 1-2, 4-7, 12-25, 31-35, 41 —44

° Ground 2: Obviousness over Giroux in view of knowledge

of a POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1—44

' Ground 3: Obviousness over Ground 2 & Patel ’853

° Claims 1—44

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 5—6 2
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



768 Petition 

' Ground 1: Anticipation by Patel ’427

- Claims 1-2, 4-7, 12—15, 18—20, 23—30, 32—40, 43, 44

° Ground 2: Obviousness over Patel ’427 in view of Giroux

° Claims 1-44

° Ground 3: Obviousness over Patel ’427 in view of Giroux

and knowledge of POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1—44

768 Petition (Paper 2) at 5-6 3
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



 

° Dec. 20, 2018: Baker Hughes files complaint alleging infringement of
’137 Patent claim 1.

0 Feb. 20, 201 9: Weatherford files 708 (Giroux) Petition.

° March 1, 2019: Weatherford files 768 (Patel ’427) Petition.

° Sept. 5, 2019: Both IPRs instituted

° Dec. 9, 2019: Baker Hughes files EX Parte Reexam <90/014,418

disclaiming all but claims 1, 8—1 1, 1o, 17, 31,34, 41, and 42.

768 Mot. to Terminate or Stay Reexam (Paper 21) at 1-5 4
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



Remaining Claims 

- 708 Ground 1: (Giroux Anticipation)

° Claims 1, 16, 17, 31, 34, 41, and 42.

- 768 Ground 1: (Patel ’427 Anticipation)

° Claims 1 and 34.

- 708 and 768 Grounds 2, 3: (Obviousness)

° Claims 1, 8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42.

 
708 Reply (Paper 20) at 1; 768 Reply (Paper 25) at 1—2
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  



768 Patel ’427 Summary 

° Ground 1: Patel ’427 Anticipation

° No argument that Patel ’427 does not anticipate.

° Grounds 2, 3: Patel ’427 Obviousness

° Baker Hughes argues:

- (1) no prior art discloses urging

° (2) no motivation to add urging to Patel ’427

0 (2) no motivation to use Giroux in a toe sleeve application

768 Reply (Paper 25) at 1-2, 15—25
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



768 Patel ’427 Anticipation 

FIG. 8
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768 Petition (Paper 2) at 12 7
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence



768 Patel ’427 Summary 

\/ Ground 1: Patel ’427 Anticipation

° No argument that Patel ’427 does not anticipate.

° Grounds 2, 3: Patel ’427 Obviousness

° Baker Hughes argues:

- (’I) no prior art discloses urging

° (2) no motivation to add urging to Patel ’427

0 (3) no motivation to use Giroux in a toe sleeve application

768 Reply (Paper 25) at 1-2, 15—25
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 
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768 Reply (Paper 25) at 6
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
Smaller effective area for

pressure to act upon

Passage pressure urging

piston 110 towards initial

position

Larger effective area for

pressure to act upon
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Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)

 
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 

Small Difference

   

Error: Additional

Piston Length

Required for Both

Lower O-Rings to

Engage Sub 106

Giroux FIG. 3

(“Closed")

(annotated3)

  
. r—J._’—— raw—n Haw-u" ,_ __-P\ ‘f—“IH—‘A‘J‘ al‘v'—“

Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)

 
768 PO Response (Paper 16) at 18
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 

16 So persons of skill in the art are

17 high-pressure plumbers; and this is what the)r live with

18 every day. cross-sectional area and pressure.
  

Chambers Dep. - EX2004 81:16-18

said second [(open)] position." Bringing their experience with pistons, pressures,

and cross—sectional areas to bear. a POSITA would have understood that all this

requires is that the pressure-area force in the second chamber be less than the

pressure-area force in the closed chamber on the opposite side of the pistons

Chambers Depo. at 81:11-18 (“So persons of skill in the art are high-pressure

plumbers; and this is what they deal with every day, cross-sectional area and

pressure?) In this way. assuming equal piston areas in the closed and second

  _ r-~ '———.,

Fleckenstein Decl. — EX2001 1133

 

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 5,18
Demonstrative Exhibit - No1: Evidence  
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 

11 Q. (BY MR. WILSON) Now, a person of ordinary

12 skill in the art in 2011, early 2011 understood that any

13 difference in opposed surface areas exposed to the same

14 pressure, it would create a bias or net force, correct?

15 MR. GARRETT: Objection, scope.

16 THE WITNESS: It would create a forcd. I'm

17 not sure if I would agree that it would create —— you

18 would understand it would create a bias. It would

19 create a force that is going to try and move something.

20 And if it is not resisted, it would move it unless

21 something is actually holding it in place.

 
 _ .‘r” #_f_.~__.‘’ififl‘ ,_ _.J' . f

Fleckenstein Dep. - EX1045 100:1 1-21; see also id. 10129-10229

—»~ ,-«P—

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 5,8
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 
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Baker Hughes AORV Specification - EX1027 at 3 (annotated)
 

768 Reply (Paper 25) at 16
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Discloses Urging 

'0- Mr. Richards, you described earlier

. , .3._ Okay. With regard to the cm that
walking away from an OTC conference with four

r:u uCt fr‘m Bak"r Hu hes at the 1998 OTC
bags of materials handed out by vendors; y” 3” U E 9

conference, did you have to sign an NBA withcorrect?

Baker Hughes to get that CD?A. Yes.

_ . A. NC»-
'0. Did you regard any of the materials

0. Do you recall anyone at the Baker
that you received at UTE as confidential?

Hughes booth telling you that that CD was

 
   

A. ND-

confidential or that you needed to treat it as

Richards Dep. — EX2010 6822-9 confid‘l‘ntial?
A. No.

0. Do you View that CD that you got

from Baker Hughes at the 1998 UTC conference as

confidential information?

A . NO _

0. Did OSCA at all work with Baker

Hughes in creating or manufacturing the tools

that are described on the CD you got at the

1998 OTC conference?

A . NO .

  JAP“ ’- fl—OA '4» ‘._,__p .__L’_a

Richards Dep. — EX201O 69:2

 
 768 Sur—Reply (Paper 31) at 22-24

Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Discloses Urging 

Q. Okay. So if, in fact, the —— the dashed green
Small Difference

line as drawn in the figure is farther out than the

dashed red line in the figure, then the lower exposed

area is bigger than the upper exposed area, correct?

MR. pARRETT: Objection, form.

THE WITNESS: It could be.

0. (BY MR. WILSON) Well, if the dashed green line

is actually outside of the dashed red line as you've

drawn it here, then it is, correct?

A. To the ——

MR. GARRETT: Objection. Same objections.

THE WITNESS: My apologies. To the naked

 
eye, I think I've even labeled it, there's a small

difference that's perceptible, you know, to the naked GWOUXFKS 3

(“Closed")

(annotated3)
eye in looking at that.  

 ‘Ma‘>~o«» __H _.. ,r—A-ii...

7‘ ‘I‘J “‘f J"""M' Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)
Fleckenstein Dep. - EX1045 176:18-177:7

  ~,-r—" f.”<.—-— ’__. __

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 6
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Discloses Urging 

Small Difference

   

Error: Additional

Piston Length

Required for Both

Lower O-Rings to

Engage Sub 106

Giroux FIG. 3

(“Closed”)

(annotated3)

  
" -,f-_,’ 7,..- ,IA WfI—— _ r -,’—'—'-J g r ,n.

Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 7
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 

Q. Still looks like seals 108 at the bottom of the

piston 110 in Giroux 4 are larger in diameter than the

seals at the top left of piston 110, correct?

A. Yes, they had to move because, obviously, if
122

 
   

Fleckenstein Dep. - EX1045 182:9-12

 
‘..———_’—.'—>_’Ar’_‘_”—r )7‘r4f—4—,_’,_-

Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 4 (annotated)

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 9-10
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging

302 F.2d 950 (1962)

Appllcatlon of Adolph WOLFENSPERGER.

MN

United Slates Court of Customs and Patent Appeals.

May 13. 1962.

I ' Strauch. Nolar 8. Neale and James E, Nolan. \"Iashlnglcn D. Cu loraooe‘lan!

Clarence W Moore, Wasl‘irglo'l, n C (GeomeC Roaming Washington D C .ofcmnsel) for Ihe
COlTIF'IISSIOI'lel' or Patents.

More WORI FY Cl‘ielJLdge and RICH, MARTIN anc SMITII Judges and Judge Wlll IAM H
KIRKPATRICK.”

RICH Jucge

This appeal '5 "om the aeCISIon at me Patent Office Bear: 0! Appeals affim‘ing the summer's
relcdion ulclanri 33 [he sole (.lairn before Lb "as failir'g to rear: uII ApplIcaI’l's disizlused slimline '
Appellanl presented claim 33 In His mp‘icalion Sci No 521495 filed July 12 1955 enlxllrgd "Ball
lype Valve." requesnng an ntenerence on thIs claIm wrtn Kalser Patent Nos 2.868.498 Issued
January 13. 1959. from which patent the calm was cooled.

Appellant‘s inveniinn relates to a hall type valve 'lor use in large hIgh aresstire fluld aipe llnES up to
30 Inches and more In dlameter." Apoel anfs valve conlains a shut-oil merrber In the term ol a
roughlv sohencal Dal plug nawng a crametal bore treretnrough The plug 5 rotatable about an zoos
perperdlcular lo the bore Wnen the bore n the Dal plug Is Ir allgrmenl wrtn tre axis of the else Me
with wnlcr II Is used the value is ‘ully open When the plug is rotated approximately 90" out 0!
a‘IngI'Ienl WI!!! lire pipe lIne am Elie- valve! Is ckised
CIaIm 33 reads

“33 In a valve devme r- comnII-afrnn a valve rousn'g merrber termed With a bore
therethrOLgn: a valve arranged I" sald housvng rr‘e'nber. and valve be no 'o'med vmh a
passage treretnrougr and being movable betweer oper and closed posmons wnereln
said passage :5 In and on: of regrslralior wuh said Dore respectively and seallng Inears
IrIleIposed between said hursmg member and sail: valve, SAIL: sealing means Inr ILdlllg
an annular sealing rrerncer coaxal mm mm bore or sent nousmg member sald
members belng so shaped as to form belweer themselves an annuwr chamber of
substantial y rectangular crosssecnon bounded by an Inner lace an outer ‘ace and two
SIde laces ard snacking nng arranger: in said chan‘ber. said nnq being made OI a
resilient Iriaterlal _ anc balng compressed between said Slde ‘aces ol salt: annular

 

 -fl 7 _, ,rfl

“We find nothing therein, however,

which raises a presumption that drawings

such as those here are not drawn to scale

with reasonable accuracy or that four

enlarged detailedfigures consistently

showing the same relative proportions

must be ignored.”
  

In re Wolfensperger, 302 F.2d 950, 959 (C.C.P.A. 1962)

(emphasis added)

 

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 10
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Discloses Urging 

0. Okay. So if, in fact, the —— the dashed green

. . _ _ Small Difference
line as drawn in the figure is farther out than the

dashed red line in the figure, then the lower exposed

area is bigger than the upper exposed area, correct?

MR. GARRETT: Objection, form.

THE WITNESS: It could be.

0. (BY MR. WILSON) Well, if the dashed green line

is actually outside of the dashed red line as you've

drawn it here, then it is, correct?

A. To the ——

MR. GARRETT: Objection. Same objections.

THE WITNESS: My apologies. To the naked

 
eye, I think I've even labeled it, there's a small

difference that's perceptible, you know, to the naked GWOUXFKS 3

(“Closed")

(annotated3)
eye in looking at that.  

 ‘M'qy—M.‘ «- ‘,_-A __j frixa...

. J"” "H" Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)
Fleckensteln Dep. - EX1045 176:18-177:7

  
4_,__.,’—...——-‘,_._ ,._. __ a, Jib—)- _..f

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 6, 7
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Discloses Urging

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE PATENT AND TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

HEATHEREORD

INTERNATIONAL, LLC
5 Pet 1t loner CASES I

"““L Q. Okay. So to the naked eye, there's a

7 BAKER HUGHES OILFIELD
difference in that diameter. Would you discount any

i

)
)
i

6 V5. ) “46,137
i
)

OPERATIONS, LLC, )
i0 Patent Owner

disclosure of biassing because Giroux doesn't expressly
ORAL DEPOSITION OF HILLIAH H. F

10 FEBRUARY 3, 2020

 
discuss it in the text, correct?

 

ll ORAL DEPOSITION OF HILLIAH w.

12 produced an a witnenu at the instance . .

13 and duly aworn, val taken in the abo MR 0 GARRETT 8 ObJGCthD I form.
14 cause on Honday, February 3, 2020, f
15 3:19 . ., b ( JANALYN ELKINS cs - _ _ - u

’“ °°" ' _ THE WITNESS: That 18 c011ect. And it s16 State of Texan, reported by computer].

17 machine, at the office. of Norton R0 ‘ _ . _ _ l _‘ _ l , 7 _, . - _ ,_ _
18 Jacxnto Boulevard. Suite 1100, Austin, Texas, pursuant to .

19 the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and any provisions FleCkenSteln Dep' _ EX1O45 178'3-8
20 stated on the record herein.
21
22
2]
2-l
25

Page 1

Venlutkgal Solutions
366299-5127

Weafieflom Ex. I045
Wemhufildv.3flmrfluflns

”9.1.1232

 
 

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 8-9
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Giroux Disc/oses Urging 

IN RE muz $67

l'iiilt-tl Stan's ('uurt uf t‘uatums and l'utvnt Appeals. )lzli'rli 1" 15'72

APPEAL frnm l’iltmt 01nd», Sprinl Nu. HAN

[.\tliruu>d l
.Hbrrt L. l-Ii‘u. Jr. ARI): (Ii-lrlI-k & I-‘lynnit uttnrnm's of n-mrtl {or mun-Ilunt
S, H‘m. t‘orlirau far thv (‘vinanx-innvr uf Putt-um .lulm )l'. liru-hi:.~l, uf

t-minwl,

{Ur-l argument lv‘rhrunr) 7.11t72lu‘T-lr lily and Mr. Dvu hlr‘tl

lit-furr- th‘il, Amuxn, "ALDWIV, Ln'n. .‘luhu’ulr .Iudgv-a, and R( Exam".
.Iun.’yr. KllllllK by (it-signalinn

Illt It. Jill/yr,

innit“. twirl W1 “Description for the purposes of anticipation can
Appeal; titlirrniiig tlin rr‘jnr-tion of ('l‘llllli 1‘71. 7. Mid h ‘ in zip

:ipplimtinvi Sl'r‘lJl .\'ni 4.38.25“. lilt‘t’l .\ln_\' ‘3). 11065. for “F be by drawings alone as Well as by WOI-(i‘sf3Hurting: ltull." We itfiirni.

Sub/(rt .l/dllr'l‘ flail/iv 1/

Appellant claims apparatus for H'anVlHL' edge hurts from thin In re Mraz, 455 de 1069, 1072 (CWCPA 1972) (quotingnit-till strips. Sui-h burrs may be formed :it the longitudinal t-tlgt-s of

strips us it result 0‘ slitting or shvuring operations 115011 in {uniting In re Bager, 47 F2d 951’ 952-53 (CWCPA 1931))
tlv strips from Wltlt‘l’ slim-t stock. 'l'hese lmrix um :lS‘i‘l’Yt‘d to unlit
the thin strips for many uses (tag. (or use us the nmgtwtit' t'Ot't'S
of motors. tmnsfurnivix. and the lllfl‘). untl :ippt-lhint‘s filwt‘lllt‘zlllflll
status that

Fur bluwt nit-tn] hm itmn sulmtuntinl‘y 003') "1‘1! thlwk. ‘ ' ‘ d-A-l-urring has
burn dum- h)‘ timo-mnsuming tlnd rxpmmiw htind operation film-v lllt‘l‘l' was
In: rnllrrl) mlinllt'tury Nlulpmrnl for this purpumu

Appellant's solution to tho ulxm: problem may lK' untlvstmxl from
his tignrvs 1 and ‘3:

l||| Alvpt'lldull Irrh‘t i-tulrs that lit! "mu-n1 h from n tll‘rl-‘lnn nnrmmg ttw rrjvcttun
' u.’ all of npwlllilt a claim. I to H ‘ ' 'i" flout-rot the board u tln‘lulvn tlltl nut affirm
the rvjmtmn 0! claim: :4 up] tl; [lulu-d, [ht-M (him: luiu- nut Im-n rq-jn'tai-l. Tho-y harp
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II If IRHFIIMM, In (.‘CI'A IOU”, {10K 2] 1337-. 169 l'SI'Q 473 1071 D.

 
 

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 8-9
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: POSITA KnewAbout Urging 

16 So persons of skill in the art are

17 high—pressure plumbers; and this is what the)r live with

18 every day. cross-sectional area and pressure.

Chambers Dep. - EX2004 81:16-18

said second [(open)] position." Bringing their experience with pistons. pressures.

and cross-sectional areas to bear, a POSITA would have understood that all this

requires is that the pressure—area force in the second chamber be less than the

pressure-area force in the closed chamber on the opposite side of the piston.

Chambers Depo. at 81:11-18 (“So persons of skill in the art are high—pressure

plumbers; and this is what they deal with every day. cross-sectional area and

pressure’T). In this way- assuming equal piston areas in the closed and second

  trap

Fleckenstein Decl. - EX2001 1133

 

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 5,18
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: POSITA KnewAbout Urging 
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O--1111g 3 (337) (2 .975 111 ID) O-l‘ing 2 (336) (2.850111. ID)
   

Baker Hughes AORV Specification- EX1027 at 3 (annotated)

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 16, 20
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Patel ’427 Summary 

\/ Ground 1: Patel ’427 Anticipation

° No argument that Patel ’427 does not anticipate.

° Grounds 2, 3: Patel ’427 Obviousness

° Baker Hughes argues:

X (l ) no prior art discloses urging

° (2) no motivation to add urging to Patel ’427

0 (3) no motivation to use Giroux in a toe sleeve application

768 Reply(Paper 25) at 1-2, 15—25 24
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 

FIG. 8
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EX1021, Fig. 8 (annotated)

768 Petition (Paper 2) at 12 25
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 
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768 Reply (Paper 25) at 18
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 

Q. Now, in your opinion using passage pressure to

maintain the sleeve in its initial position, closed

position, is an advantage because it avoids premature

actuation, correct?

A. It's one of the factors that will help to

prevent that by holding it closed, that is correct.

Using the pressure also gives you the ability to do ——

to use that same pressure to use the actuation also so

it simplifies the tool. So it's a variety of things

that that use of that passage pressure allows you to do,

and it gives you those two function that I mentioned.

Q. Okay. But one of the advantages that you get

from biassing it closed is avoiding premature actuation,

correct?

A. Yes, that is correct.

 .‘JAr—Jr—NH “Ad—J2, W‘wr-.,—--«

Fleckenstein Dep. — EX1045 108:16-109:5

 

Q. Now, it was known before early 2011 that

prematurely actuation was a concern for sliding sleeves

used in down hole applications, correct?

A. It —— it was well—known before 2011 that if a

sleeve for whatever reason actuates beforehand

malfunctions that it going to cause probably an

additional cost to the completion of that well if you're

using these sleeves for completions.
 

Fleckenstein Dep. — EX1045 10926-13  
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 18
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 

FIG. 8
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EX1021, Fig. 8 (annotated)

768 Petition (Paper 2) at 12 28
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 
l
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| l] \IUIUK IDNHI \( ll \IUIIIIIR ['- l Int.
th\\\ll1ll l‘ H U“ ( 05'1“!“ I“\'I(’I‘\ [\gl 1,»,

liaeh ol the latter three embodiments of the invention

employ an identical shear out structure or memher utilizing,

a plurality of dogs and a plurality of shear screws. The dogs

_ w ltn. .. it \Iuluul \.(.lmitl_\ Hm”- it hum |~‘l I“.It 1....“ -

  
... mm llughnmlkunpunaul u

333:; g;;—~;;«;”_ provide for translation of the energy of movement from the

‘ ::.f::".;'.'j‘“ mg. actuator assembly to the sliding sleeve without imparting
.1 shear stress to the shear screws. This avoids premature

failure of the shear screws and increases longevity of the
tool. In the event the actuation mechanisms of the invention

fail, the shear out structure may be shifted uphole to release

the dogs. Once the dogs have disengaged from the actuation

drive mechanism, the tool of the invention allows conven-

tional shifting of the insert in the sliding sleeve by employ-

ing a prior art shifting, tool on shifting profiles.

 

 
US. Patent No. 6,041,857 - EX1036 3:8-20

Manama Ex. 1036
Weathoflord v. Bdwr Hughes

Page 1 or as

__/”

768 Reply (Paper 25) at 22-23
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Add Urging 
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f l Shear P111 11 Rupture Disc 18 Closed P011 J
B -

O--1111g 3 (337) (2 .975 in ID) O-I‘ing 2 (336) (2.850111. ID)
    

Baker Hughes AORV Specification- EX1027 at 3 (annotated)

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 16, 20
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Patel ’427 Summary 

\/ Ground 1: Patel ’427 Anticipation

° No argument that Patel ’427 does not anticipate.

° Grounds 2, 3: Patel ’427 Obviousness

° Baker Hughes argues:

X (l ) no prior art discloses urging

X (2) no motivation to add urging to Patel ’427

0 (3) no motivation to use Giroux in a toe sleeve a lication

768 Reply (Paper 25) at 1-2, 15—25 31
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 

 
 



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Use Giroux 
Q. So a person of ordinary skill in the art knew Q- Okay. A person of ordinary Skill of the art

in 2009 that perforations at the toe of a cemented in 2009 had a motivation to develop a hydraulically

multi—stage fracturing completion could be successfully actuated sliding sleeve for use in a cemented

replaced with hydraulically actuated sliding sleeves, nulti—stage fracturing completion to replace

correct? perforations at the toe of the well, correct?

A. Could be. But again, you have to go back to MR- GARRETT: Same objections.

the sentence you've noted, which was failures in similar THE WITNESS: Yes, I WOU1d say that W0U1d

techniques can have catastrophic effects, so you have to be a reasonable motivation at that time. ,—
...J

be very careful with the Choice of that hydraulic —— i Fleckenstein Dep _ EX1045 78'16-23
that hydraulic actuated sleeve. It's not just any

  

sleeve. It is going to be a certain type of a sleeve.
“w...— ’————-‘——-——- “M,”

Fleckenstein Dep. — EX1045 76:10-20

 

Q. Okay. Giroux's preferred and alternative

embodiments relied upon by Mr. Chambers are

Q. Okay. A person of ordinary skill in the art
hydraulically actuated sliding sleeves, correct?

knew in 2009 that to replace such for perforations, the
A. Yes, that is correct, I believe.

hydraulically actuated sleeve had to run in closed and 

be actuated to open, correct? Fleckenstein Dep.— EX1045 73:4—7

A. Yes, I believe that is correct.

 
Fleckenstein Dep. - EX1045 76:21 -25; see also 74:5-13

 
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 12-14
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Grounds 2, 3: Motivation to Use Giroux 

“Non-obviousness cannot be established by

attacking references individually where the

rejection is based upon the teachings of a

combination of references. Thus, [Giroux] must be

read, not in isolation, but for what it fairly teaches

in combination with the prior art as a whole.”

In re Merck & Co., Inc., 800 F.2d 1091, 1097-

98 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (citation omitted)  
768 Reply (Paper 25) at 14-15; 768 Pet. (Paper 2) at 8—9, 47
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



768 Patel ’427 Summary 

\/ Ground 1: Patel ’427 Anticipation

° No argument that Patel ’427 does not anticipate.

/ Grounds 2, 3: Patel ’427 Obviousness

° Baker Hughes argues:

X (l ) no prior art discloses urging

X (2) no motivation to add urging to Patel ’427

X (3) no motivation to use Giroux in a toe sleeve application

768 Reply(Paper 25) at 1-2, 15—25 34
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



708 Petition 

- Ground 1: Anticipation by Giroux

° Claims 1, 16, 17, 31, 34, 41, and 42

° Ground 2: Obviousness over Giroux in view of knowledge

of a POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

' Ground 3: Obviousness over Ground 2 & Patel ’853

- Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 5—6 35
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



708 Ground 1: Giroux Anticipation 

° Giroux’s Preferred Embodiment anticipates claim 1 because claim 1 is

not limited to actuation to open the sleeve.

° Giroux anticipates claims 1, 1o, 17, 31, 34, 41, and 42 without regard
to the construction of claim 1 because:

° Giroux discloses sliding sleeves that are actuated to open;

° Giroux discloses urging; and

° Giroux discloses that piston 110 is the same in both embodiments.  
708 Petition (Paper 2) at 25-56 36Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence - 



708 Ground 1: GirouxAnticipation 

”I""I.”Ilulllllllllllllmll l. A valve for subterranean use, comprlsmg:l sum 4‘. 5 ..

4' L'niled States
‘1) Reissued Patent II) Patent Number: U

Jason cl nl. -" Dale of Rciuucd l‘ulcm:

Rifiumu(
I l‘\ L |2((l a housing having a passage therethrough and

a port in a wall thereof;

  a sleeve having a flow path therethrough

movably mounted in said passage of said

housing between a first position where said port

is closed and a second position where said port

is at least in part open;
 

jjfi: a piston associated with said sleeve for

H moving said sleeve, said piston selectively
J isolated from passage pressure until a

VJ- predeterrnined pressure is reached.Wenfllcriord In

US RE46,137 - EX1001 4:42-51 (emphasis added)

 
708 Petition (Paper 2) at 22-25, 29-32; see also 708 Reply (Paper 20) at 1-5
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



708 Ground 1: GirouxAnticipation 

.. . United States Patent(drum cl n1.
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As shown in FIG. 7, the heating coil 170 has

melted or weakened the wire 185 such that the

hydrostatic pressure acting upon the top surface

, of the small piston 180 forces the small piston

2.,74‘339': 180 into the lower atmospheric chamber 109.
' Wellbore fluid is then allowed to make contact

With the piston 110 and in the same manner as

that described above, the piston 110 is forced

downward and the bypass ports (not shown) are

sealed.

IIIIIIIIII

,h‘fl  0-“

Giroux - EX1003 7:14-21 (emphasis added
Wemflonl hhmafional, LLC Exhibit “”3

Page I o!20

 

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 34; see also 708 Reply (Paper 20) at 6
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   

 



708 Ground 1: GirouxAnticipation 
 

  
.. .United States Patent . ... l':m-nl V(.imux cl ul. (in lime nl'

 This embodiment may also be segmented such

that a series of the tool described immediately above

would be connected together, thus allowing for

multiple or repeatable closings and openings. A first

piston would close the bypass ports in the same manner

as that described above in a single signal operated

device. However, a second unique operation signal

' could then be sent to the tool and a second piston

could be operated to open a lower set of bypass ports.

The lower set of bypass ports are closed when a third

signal is sent from the surface to move a third piston to

Close the tool. Additional opening and closing

segments could be mated together in order to satisfy

the needs of the operators. Advantageous to this

system is its repeatability, its ability to open or close

the bypass fluid path more than once.

  In: \ll‘ IMOI) \\II.\I'I'\I(\I l ‘ ll) RH)“ I.DUHNHULI I' I‘ll“;

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 

 

 
Giroux - EX1003 7:22-35 (emphas' .

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 13; see also 708 Reply (Paper 20) at 6-7
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence 



708 Ground 1: GirouxAnticipation 

Smaller effective area for

pressure to act upon

Passage pressure urging

piston 110 towards initial

position 
Larger effective area for

pressure to act upon

 
.\n!‘(ilu!cti Iii-J i

Giroux - EX1003, Fig. 3 (annotated)

 
708 Petition (Paper 2) at 41
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence   



708 Petition 

/ Ground 1: Anticipation by Giroux

° Claims 1, 16, 17, 31, 34, 41, and 42

° Ground 2: Obviousness over Giroux in view of knowledge

of a POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

- Ground 3: Obviousness over Ground 2 & Patel ’853

- Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 5—6 41
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



708 Ground 2: Giroux Obviousness 

16 So persons of skill in the art are

17 high—pressure plumbers; and this is what the)r live with

18 every day. cross-sectional area and pressure.

 

Chambers Dep. - EX2004 81:16-18

said second [(open)] position." Bringing their experience with pistons. pressures.

and cross-sectional areas to bear. a POSITA would have understood that all this

requires is that the pressure—area force in the second chamber be less than the

pressure-area force in the closed chamber on the opposite side of the piston-

Chambers Depo. at 81:11-18 (‘30 persons of skill in the art are high-pressure

plumbers; and this is what they deal with every day. cross-sectional area and

pressure’D. In this way. assuming equal piston areas in the closed and second

 
Fleckenstein Decl. — EX2001 1133

 
708 Reply (Paper 20) at 10, 23
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  
 



 
708 Ground 2: Giroux Obviousness 
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 f “ Shear Pin 11 Rupnu‘e Digc 18 Closed P011 J
B .-

O-ring 3 (337) (2.975 in. ID) O-l‘ing 2 (336) (2.850 in. ID)
   

Baker Hughes AORV Specification — EX1027 at 3 (annotated)

708 Reply (Paper 20) at 22 43
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence



708 Ground 2: Giroux Obviousness 

 
2 Q. Okay. But one of the advantages that you get

3 from biassing it closed is avoiding premature actuation,

4 correct?

5 A. Yes, that is correct.

6 0. Now, it was known before early 2011 that

7 prematurely actuation was a concern for sliding sleeves

8 used in down hole applications, correct?

9 A. It —— it was well—known before 2011 that if a

10 sleeve for whatever reason actuates beforehand

11 malfunctions that it going to cause probably an

12 additional cost to the completion of that well if you're

13 using these sleeves for completions.
‘_~u____~,—A ,Mw<“W“m

Fleckenstein Dep. - EX1045 10922-13

 
708 Reply (Paper 20) at 23—24
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence  



708 Petition 

/ Ground 1: Anticipation by Giroux

° Claims 1, 16, 17, 31, 34, 41, and 42

/ Ground 2: Obviousness over Giroux in view of knowledge

of a POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

- Ground 3: Obviousness over Ground 2 & Patel ’853

- Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 5-6 45
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 



708 Ground 3: Giroux Obviousness 

FIG} 3% ii‘.

.70

10'

In operation, . . . the port lOe in

mandrel 10c and the reversing port

10f in the outer housing 10a are not

in congruence with one another.

Therefore, fluid cannot flow between

the internal area Within the valve 10

j :09

. De

'l0d

10b  , and the external area outside the

valve 10.

Patel ’853 - EX1004 3:51-57

 
Patel ‘853 - closed

 
- Mpfl~flM—"-m_ ,_) __J r”"‘ .,.-

EX1004, Fig. 1 (annotated)

46Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence -708 Petition (Paper 2) at 73-74  



708 Petition 

/ Ground 1: Anticipation by Giroux

° Claims 1, 16, 17, 31, 34, 41,and 42

/ Ground 2: Obviousness over Giroux in view of knowledge

of a POSITA and admitted prior art

° Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

\/ Ground 3: Obviousness over Ground 2 & Patel ’853

° Claims 1,8—11, 16, 17,31,34,41,and 42

708 Petition (Paper 2) at 5-6 47
Demonstrative Exhibit - Not Evidence

 
 


